IMPORTANT NOTICE
This policy is Trócaire’s overarching safeguarding policy and references a number of associated policies.
Where safeguarding concerns relate to children then the following policies should be read in conjunction
with this policy.
Ireland-facing work:

Child Safeguarding Policy – Ireland and Northern Ireland

Overseas work:

Child Safeguarding Policy – International

There is duplication of signing and reporting forms to ensure these are available no matter what policy
is being consulted.

Signed:
Bishop William Crean
Chairperson of Trócaire

Date:
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Caoimhe de Barra
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Why do we have this
policy?

Who does this policy
apply to?

What are the key
things I need to
know?

What are the key
things I need to do?

Trócaire’s Safeguarding Commitment Statement (see Related
Document 14.1) sets out Trócaire’s commitment to keeping people
within our programmes safe from exploitation and abuse. It specifically
recognises the power imbalances that can exist due to the nature of our
work and how these can create opportunities for abuse or exploitation
to occur. The statement equally recognises the specific considerations
for children and our commitment to ensuring children are safe and
protected both in its international programme work and outreach
programmes in Ireland.
This policy therefore sets out how we put this Commitment Statement
into practice.
Trócaire representatives including members of our governance
structure (including board), paid staff, volunteers, consultants, and
visitors to our programmes, overseas and in Ireland/Northern Ireland,
in both their personal and professional lives
 Expected behaviours of Trócaire representatives
 Definitions of abuse and exploitation
 Recognising risks and situations that would make people more
vulnerable to abuse and exploitation and ensuring mitigation
strategies are in place
 Mandatory duty to report and how to report
1) Model and promote respectful behaviour
2) Identify risks within our work that may give rise to abuse and
exploitation
3) Promote an environment that is open to hearing concerns
4) Report any concerns immediately to the Country Director or
Safeguarding Focal Persons

Where can I find more Further information on this policy can be found by contacting your focal
person or the Head of Safeguarding
information?
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1. Purpose / Introduction
Trócaire’s Vision, Mission and Values state that we believe in the intrinsic dignity of every person,
celebrate difference and aim to create relationships of mutual respect wherein the rights and dignity
of every person are respected.
Trócaire’s work is inspired and informed by Catholic Social Teaching, one of the fundamental principles
of which is the dignity of each individual. The right to freedom from all forms of exploitation and abuse
is implicit in this principle. Underpinned by Trócaire’s organisational value of accountability, it is our
policy to safeguard all individuals involved in Trócaire’s work against risks of exploitation and abuse.
Trócaire has zero tolerance to exploitative or abusive behaviour by anyone associated with the
implementation of Trócaire’s work and highlights this as a core commitment in the organisations’
Stakeholder Accountability Framework.

2. Policy Statement
Safeguarding in Trócaire means protecting children and adults from harm within or due to our
programmes and activities. This includes the prevention of exploitation and abuse as well as any harm
caused by our failure to take reasonable care when designing and carrying out our programmes and
activities. Trócaire recognises that abuse of power has led, and continues to lead, to many forms of
exploitation and abuse. The nature of our work creates a power differential between those employed
by or representing Trócaire and programme participants and partners. We acknowledge that the
potential exists for those who work with programme participants and partners to abuse their position
of power.
Trócaire also recognises that there are specific needs, vulnerabilities and risks that exist for children
and is committed to make every effort to ensure children are safe and protected both in its
international programme work and outreach programmes in Ireland.

3. Scope
Trócaire’s expectation is that those who represent our organisation ((members of our governance
structure (including board members), staff, volunteers, consultants)) uphold our safeguarding
commitments in both their professional and personal lives.
This policy is intended to span all of our work internationally (taking account of our particular model
of working through partner organisations) and in Ireland/Northern Ireland
Safeguarding in Trócaire brings together the Prevention of Sexual Exploitation and Abuse by
organisational representatives, Child Protection, and Sexual Harassment against Staff. This
Safeguarding Policy does not seek to replace existing policies, but rather to provide an umbrella which
references specific policies focusing on priority considerations such as Child Safeguarding,
Humanitarian Protection, Gender, Dignity at Work, and the Code of Conduct for Trócaire
representatives.
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4. Guiding Principles
Our approach to safeguarding is guided by a number of key international principles and standards as
set out in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR, 1948); the UN Convention on the Rights
of the Child (UNCRC, 1989); the UN Convention for the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination
against Women (CEDAW, 1979); and in the national laws of the countries in which Trócaire works. We
aim also to uphold the commitments made under the Statement of Commitment on Eliminating Sexual
Exploitation and Abuse by UN and Non-UN Personnel and the UN Secretary-General's Bulletin on
Special Measures for Protection from Sexual Exploitation and Sexual Abuse (PSEA) (ST/SGB/2003/13)1.

5. Definitions
5.1 VULNERABILITY TO EXPLOITATION AND ABUSE
Typically the definition of ‘vulnerable adult’ in relation to safeguarding refers to individuals who may
be more at risk of abuse because of their diminished mental capacity, physical support needs or who
are elderly.
However, within the context of Trócaire’s work broader considerations are needed to include:
 Power imbalance
 Gender
 Ethnicity
 Affiliation to stigmatised group or religion
 Specific health related conditions (e.g. HIV)
 Poverty
 Displacement
 Other
Trócaire recognises that a power imbalance always exists between people who work for Trócaire and
those with whom we work. Equally, this power imbalance exists between partner staff and those with
whom they work.
5.2 CHILD
Refers to a person under the age of 18 years old.
5.3 ABUSE
Any action or inaction that causes harm to another person. It can include physical abuse, emotional
abuse, sexual abuse and neglect. It also includes abuse online and/or through mobile technology.
5.4 EXPLOITATION
Any actual or attempted abuse of a position of vulnerability, power differential or trust to profit
monetarily, socially or politically. It includes sexual exploitation.

1

UN Secretary-General (UNSG), Secretary-General's Bulletin: Special measures for protection from sexual exploitation and
sexual abuse, 9 October 2003, ST/SGB/2003/13, available at: https://undocs.org/ST/SGB/2003/13
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5.5 CHILD ABUSE
All forms of physical and/or emotional ill-treatment, sexual abuse, neglect or other negligent
treatment or commercial or other exploitation, resulting in actual or potential harm to the child’s
health, survival, development or dignity in the context of a relationship of responsibility, trust or
power.
5.6 MANDATORY DUTY TO REPORT
Any Trócaire representative who becomes aware of an incident or an allegation of exploitation or
abuse, of a child or an adult, has a mandatory duty to report this immediately.

6. Our Safeguarding Framework
SAFEGUARDING:
CHILDREN & ADULTS

Commitment Statement
(and Policy Document)

Figure 1: Trócaire's Safeguarding Framework

Trócaire’s Safeguarding Framework is built on our commitment to safeguard everyone connected with
our work, while also recognising that individuals in some contexts may be more vulnerable to
exploitation and abuse. The framework also recognises that safeguarding requires a systematic
approach that considers both internal and external risks. This approach involves a ‘do no harm’
attitude in relation to our work that is reflected throughout our policies and practices, some of which
have a more significant impact for safeguarding. The sections below outline the policies that are
required to realise our commitment. In this way, safeguarding becomes an integrated component in
all that we do, rather than being an isolated standalone consideration.

7. Safeguarding Children
It is well recognised that children, because of their evolving capacities and dependency on adults, are
particularly vulnerable. History has shown that children have been subjected to significant abuse
because of this vulnerability. The UN Convention on the Rights of the Child clearly defines our
obligations in relation to children. National legislation in many countries includes specific legislation
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for safeguarding and protection of children. Equally, as an agency of the Catholic Church, Trócaire
upholds the Church’s commitment to child safeguarding.
Trócaire has two policies outlining our safeguarding commitments to children:
 Child Safeguarding Policy – International Programmes
 Child Safeguarding Policy – Ireland and Northern Ireland
A policy for children does not mean we are excluding others – it means we are documenting and
implementing the specifics for this group for reasons outlined above.

8. Preventing Sexual Exploitation and Abuse
Trócaire has a zero-tolerance approach to sexual exploitation and abuse of any person, child or adult,
involved with its programmes, including:





Any sexual activity with children under the age of 18, regardless of the age of consent locally
(mistaken belief of age being no defence).
Exchange of money, employment, goods, or services for sex, including sexual favours or other
forms of humiliating, degrading or exploitative behaviour. This includes exchange of assistance
that is due to partners and programme participants.
Sexual relationships between organisational representatives and beneficiaries are prohibited
since they are based on inherently unequal power dynamics. Such relationships undermine the
credibility and integrity of humanitarian aid work.

9. Preventing Sexual Harassment against Staff
Sexual harassment is any unwelcome sexual advance, request for sexual favour, verbal or physical
conduct or gesture of a sexual nature, or any other behaviour of a sexual nature that might reasonably
be expected or be perceived to cause offence or humiliation to another, when such conduct interferes
with work, is made a condition of employment or creates an intimidating, hostile or offensive work
environment. While typically involving a pattern of behaviour, it can take the form of a single incident.
Sexual harassment may occur between persons of the opposite or same sex. Both males and females
can be either the victims or the offenders.
Trócaire’s Dignity at Work Policy relates specially to workplace bullying and harassment including
sexual harassment.

10.

Roles / Responsibilities

All involved in Trócaire’s work have a shared responsibility to recognise, report and respond to
exploitation and abuse. How responsibility is incorporated into roles can vary depending on the size
of the country office and number of staff involved. The table below gives an overview of the key
responsibilities, all of which are expanded on in the Employee Handbook – see Trócaire’s Safeguarding
Policy.
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Role(s)
All employees &
representatives
All managers
Human Resources

Any staff involved in
recruitment
Safeguarding Focal Person
(SFP)

Country Director (CD)

Head of Region

Head of Safeguarding

Designated Safeguarding
Officer Ireland/Northern
Ireland1
Safeguarding Case
Management Team

Executive Leadership Team
(ELT)
Organisational & Human
Resources Committee

1

Responsibilities
To ensure that Trócaire’s safeguarding policies are implemented and that
safeguarding best practice in terms of prevention and response is
incorporated into their work.
To ensure that staff are supported and systems and procedures exist to
implement and monitor safeguarding standards.
Ensure that HR systems to support good safeguarding are in place including
Safe Recruitment, Code of Conduct and training. The Head of Human
Resources leads in this.
To ensure that the recruitment of all Trócaire employees and representatives
is in line with the current Recruitment Procedures and that all new recruits
understand and sign up to safeguarding policies as part of induction.
To promote awareness and best practice at a country level in preventing
exploitation and abuse of children and adults perpetrated by Trócaire
employees, volunteers, consultants, partners or other representatives in the
course of their work.
NB: The responsibility to prevent and report exploitation and abuse is
shared. It is incorrect to perceive that the person named as Safeguarding
Focal Person is the only person with responsibility to implement
safeguarding standards.
Ensure that the country office has systems and procedures in place that are
in line with the Policy to prevent and respond to issues or complaints. The
Country Director is also a member of the case management team together
with the Head of Region and the Head of Safeguarding if a safeguarding
complaint arises in their country.
To support the Country Directors within their region to develop and
implement safeguarding systems and procedures as well as to be a member
of the case management team for safeguarding complaints in their region.
To provide strategic direction on and drive the continued implementation of
safeguarding policy and practice throughout the organisation. To act as an
advisor in relation to safeguarding concerns and as a member of the case
management team for safeguarding complaints globally.
Reçoit les problèmes de sauvegarde et les rapports aux autorités
(conformément à la législation) concernant le travail en Irlande / Irlande du
Nord
A team of senior staff members, including the Head of Safeguarding, that
manages safeguarding complaints. In the event of a safeguarding case
involving a Trócaire representative then the Head of Human Resources is also
involved in the case management process.
To oversee and monitor the implementation of this policy while supporting
the development of systems and procedures to meet safeguarding standards.
The CEO is the ELT lead on safeguarding.
Board sub-committee with responsibility for oversight of safeguarding. The
Chair of the Organisational & Human Resources Committee is the
dedicated Board Safeguarding Representative.

The Head of Safeguarding is the Designated Safeguarding Officer for Ireland. The Head of Region, Northern Ireland
is the Designated Officer for Northern Ireland.
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11.

Procedures – Creating Safe Environments

11.1 GENERAL GUIDELINES
To promote a culture of safety and create a safe environment for those participating in our
programmes we are committed to doing the following:











Be aware – of the importance of safeguarding and its level of priority within the organisation.
Look at all ways – how Trócaire can safeguard and how we can support partner organisations to
safeguard when implementing programmes (including recruitment practices and risk
assessments).
Learn the rules of the road – to learn and expand on what safeguarding standards mean in
practice for Trócaire.
Be alert – increase understanding and awareness.
Develop policies and procedures that work. Adapting these documents due to learning from their
practical application will be an ongoing process.
Teach about issues – conduct workshops and training.
Know how to respond (see Section 12.3).
Keep working – we are making gradual progress and recognise that there is not a quick solution
to safeguarding but are committed to continuously taking steps to improve practice.
Stay on course for building safer environments for the implementation of our programmes.

Example of Policies and Procedures to Consider:

















Child Safeguarding Policy – International Programmes
Child Safeguarding Policy – Ireland and Northern Ireland
Counter Modern Slavery and Trafficking in Persons Statement
Stakeholder Accountability Framework
Global Code of Conduct
Recruitment Policy & Procedures incorporating the Safe Recruitment Checklist
Dignity at Work Policy
Integrity at Work Policy
Policy for Fundraising Communications with Supporters who may be Vulnerable
Visitors Policy
Supporting Work Experience Students Policy
Garda and Police Vetting Policy
Use of Images Policy
Dóchas Code of Conduct on Images and Messages http://www.dochas.ie/code/
Humanitarian Protection Policy & Handbook
Gender Mainstreaming Resource Pack

11.2 TRÓCAIRE GLOBAL CODE OF CONDUCT
Trócaire’s Global Code of Conduct expresses the expectations of Trócaire of all employees, volunteers,
consultants and third parties regarding the conduct and manner in which activities are carried out. It
is an integral component of safeguarding and forms part of the contractual terms and conditions of
all Trócaire employees and representatives contracted to work with or for Trócaire. The Code of
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Conduct applies both in professional and personal life in relation to safeguarding. Special
considerations are made to safeguard children and to prevent sexual exploitation and abuse of any
individual.
By signing the Code of Conduct, each employee or third party commits to:





working actively to promote the best interests of children and adults
acting in line with Trócaire’s Safeguarding Policies and relevant guides
encouraging children and adults to feel comfortable enough to point out attitudes and behaviour
they do not like and to know where and how to make a complaint where necessary
one-to-one situations where staff and programme participants are alone are strongly
discouraged. If there are specific cases where this is required then a risk assessment must be
conducted and risk mitigations implemented (e.g. discussion happens in line of sight of others).

11.3 CONTRACTUAL AGREEMENTS
11.3.1 Trócaire Employees and Consultants
All people who are contracted to work with or for Trócaire are required to understand and sign a
safeguarding policy declaration and Trócaire’s Global Code of Conduct and to complete a Declaration
Form and Self-Declaration Form about previous convictions, which form part of the terms and
conditions of the contract (see Related Documents 14.2 and 14.3). Failure to comply may lead to
corrective action being taken under Trócaire’s Disciplinary Procedures. Failure to comply with this
policy by a Trócaire representative may lead to termination of a contract.
11.3.2 Official Visitors
Visitors to Trócaire’s programmes, e.g. supporters, volunteers, donors or journalists, are expected to
uphold Trócaire’s safeguarding standards. All visitors are required to be familiar with these standards
in advance – see the Visitors Policy.
11.4 PARTNER ORGANISATIONS
Internationally and across Ireland and Northern Ireland, Trócaire works both in partnership with and
through partner organisations. These include national and international NGOs, community-based
groups and civil society organisations.
11.4.1 Partner Selection and Support
Trócaire takes appropriate steps when selecting and working with partners to ensure that there is a
shared commitment to implement minimum safeguarding standards and that the organisation takes
appropriate measures to uphold these standards. This is included in contractual agreements such as
Memorandum of Understanding (MOUs), grant agreements and is included in the Partner Minimum
Requirements for Trócaire funding.
Trócaire expects that partners share Trócaire’s commitment for transparency and accountability. Two
keys elements of this relate to safeguarding all individuals involved in our work from exploitation and
abuse and having a robust complaints mechanism. Partner organisations will have in place their own
policies and procedures to support these requirements. These policies are applicable to all board
members, management, staff, volunteers, consultants and any other third party acting on behalf of
the partner organisation.
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As a minimum Partner Organisations are expected to have the following:
1) Commitment Statement (for both adults and children – including staff) – which includes PSEA.
2) Code of Conduct – which supports the Commitment Statement.
3) Complaints Policy – which includes internal (also called whistle blowing) and external
reporting of sensitive complaints. Agreement for communicating and responding in
conjunction with Trócaire.
4) Child Safeguarding (also called Protection) Policy (based on legal, funding and other donor
requirements). This should include reporting procedures.
5) Safe Recruitment Practices – which includes screening through reference checks (and police
checks when implemented in country) of all potential staff.
6) Annual Audit demonstrating safeguarding practices, identifying gaps and improvement plans.
For managing complaints, Partner Organisations agree to adhere to the following criteria in relation
to responding to and reporting of complaints to Trócaire.
•

•
•
•
•

Partner(s) agree to advise Trócaire within seven days of complaints received (complaints
relating to safeguarding, fraud, or other serious concerns that could impact the project or this
agreement), status of complaint, proposals to resolve the complaint and expected timeframe
The partner will then handle the complaint through their own processes
The partner will advise Trócaire once the complaint has been finalised or if resolution cannot
be found
Trócaire may consider if it needs to follow up on the specific complaint
The complainant is advised of a final appeal mechanism via Trócaire, in cases where resolution
cannot be found

Where these policies do not exist a timeline for development and implementation will be agreed and
documented as part of this contract and partner organisations will be expected to sign a commitment
to the standards as outlined in Trócaire’s policies.
Trócaire has been working on improving partners’ overall safeguarding practice for a number of years
and we still have some work to do, recognising that it is an ongoing process. We also realise that it can
take time for organisations to develop policies and procedures to implement the safeguarding
standards.
11.5 RISK ASSESSMENTS
Risk assessments are critical for ensuring that Trócaire is not putting people at risk of abuse or
exploitation.
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12.

Procedures – Receiving and Responding to Safeguarding
Complaints and Concerns

12.1 MANDATORY DUTY TO REPORT
All Trócaire employees and representatives have a mandatory duty to report any suspected incident
of exploitation or abuse to the Safeguarding Focal Person and/or the Country Director (international)
and Designated Child Protection Officer (Ireland/Northern Ireland). This is regardless of whether it is
internal to Trócaire or not. It is not the responsibility of staff to decide whether exploitation or abuse
has occurred, but they must pass their concerns on. Failure to report such matters may result in
disciplinary action.
It should be noted that abuse may be current, recent or historical. There are no time constraints for
reporting and taking action within the remit of this procedure, although Trócaire encourages that
reports be made as soon as knowledge, or suspicion, of an act of exploitation or abuse occurs.
Trócaire is committed to ensuring that adherence to confidentiality, in the management of complaints
and allegations of exploitation and abuse, is strictly maintained.
All reports received need to be logged and documented in a safe and confidential manner. The person
who first receives the information and/or complaint must complete the incident report form attached
(see Related Document 14.4) and submit as soon as possible to the Focal/Designated Person, Country
Director, Head of Region, Head of Department, or Head of Safeguarding depending on the location of
the incident. The accurate and detailed recording of such information is important in facilitating any
assessment or further investigation into the incident. This includes, but is not limited to: dates, times,
names, locations, context, any noticeable warning signs. Such information must be reported to the
relevant person as above as soon as possible. It should be noted that failure on the part of a Trócaire
staff member to report an incident or a concern could result in sanctions, including dismissal, being
applied. Third parties such as visitors or consultants are equally obliged to report anything of concern
that comes to their knowledge.
Trócaire will endeavour to protect all individuals in reporting, unless they make allegations they know
to be false or vexatious. An individual who makes a report against another that they know to be false
or vexatious, if proven to be so, will result in appropriate corrective action under the Disciplinary
Procedure up to and including dismissal if they are an employee.

12.2 RESPONDING TO REPORTS AND ALLEGATIONS
By creating safe environments, we work to reduce the potential for things to go wrong. However, in
the event when there is a concern, it is important that our response is appropriate, professional and
limits any further possible stress or impact. We are therefore committed to doing the following:




Take all complaints and concerns seriously
Conduct initial risk assessments and put in place measures to maintain safety pending
investigation
Respect confidentiality in relation to all complaints and concerns
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Consider support for all parties to a concern
Follow up and act on all investigation recommendations
Liaise with the relevant national authorities as appropriate in each country

Examples Policies and Procedures to Consider:











Discipline and Grievance Procedures
Complaints Policy – International Programmes
Complaints Policy – International Programmes – Staff Guide
Partners at Risk Policy
Guidelines for Management of Safeguarding Concerns
Integrity at Work Policy
Whistle Blowing Policy
Fraud, Bribery and Corruption Policy
Conflict of Interest Policy
Employee Assistance Programme

Trócaire will take whatever action is appropriate, necessary and possible, without risk of further harm
to any individual and to ensure the safety of those involved. Each case will be considered individually
and in accordance with national legal or other expert advice2. Trócaire will follow best practice as has
been documented and agreed for each of the respective countries in which it operates.
12.3 HOW TO RESPOND TO A PERSON BRINGING A REPORT ON POSSIBLE ABUSE OR EXPLOITATION
Receive:
Listen, believe
Reassure:

Make no promises, but communicate that what is being reported is not the fault of
the survivor/victim. Communicate no judgement.

React:

Be non-intrusive, ask open questions, remain calm

Record:

Contemporaneous notes (observable / verifiable facts)

Remember:

The safeguarding guidelines (and training you have received)

12.4 CONFIDENTIALITY AND DATA PROTECTION
Any information offered in confidence should be received on the basis that it will be shared with
relevant people in authority: this would include members of the senior management team if
appropriate, child protection personnel in civil authorities or law enforcement agencies. Parents,
carers, schools or partner organisations will also be informed if it is appropriate and safe for Trócaire
to do so. In Ireland, Tusla and/or An Garda Síochána will decide and coordinate the sharing of
information relating to child protection concerns.
All documents relating to safeguarding complaints and concerns are held in safe storage and can only
be accessed by Trócaire’s case management team.
We report statistics on safeguarding complaints in our Annual Report. We are also required to report
a summary of safeguarding complaints to relevant regulatory authorities. As a rule, names or
2

All Trócaire Country Offices have access to sound legal advice on an ongoing basis as required.
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identifying information will not be shared. If it is necessary to disclose information on third parties this
is decided on a case-by-case basis, except in the case of criminal activity.
12.5 ALLEGATIONS RELATING TO TRÓCAIRE STAFF
If the allegation/complaint relates to a Trócaire employee, they will be informed of the
allegation/complaint/suspicion and the external reporting requirements that must be followed by the
organisation. The staff member will be informed after an initial assessment and based on
consideration of risks or potential implications for investigations. The employee will also be informed
of any decision to remove or suspend them from any or all duties or duties that involve working with
children. This decision will be made using the guiding principle that the safety of the person reported
to have been harmed is always the most important consideration.
Procedures will be conducted in accordance with national guidelines. If necessary, following the
completion of any external investigations, Trócaire will conduct its own internal investigation to assess
whether a breach of organisation policy has occurred. If founded, a breach of policy will result in
disciplinary action up to and including dismissal.
All internal investigations will be conducted in accordance with CHS Investigation Guidelines and any
corrective action will be taken under Trócaire’s Disciplinary Procedure up to and including dismissal
of an employee, or termination of a contract with a volunteer, consultant or third party. Trócaire does
not have the right to interview any child or external parties with regard to a complaint of child abuse
in any internal investigation procedure.
12.6 ALLEGATIONS RELATING TO TROCAIRE PARTNERS
Trócaire will work with its partners to handle complaints arising in country programmes.
The Case Management Team will consider the most appropriate mechanism (i.e. handled under
partner complaints mechanism, Trócaire’s complaints mechanism or referral to authorities as
required). The complainant will be advised of the process to be followed.
12.7 SUPPORT TO SURVIVORS
Trócaire commits to supporting survivors of abuse and exploitation perpetrated by Trócaire staff and
representatives. The needs, well-being, and safety of the survivor are paramount, and therefore the
survivor is best placed to advise on what supports would be helpful. Each country office will have
completed a country context mapping which provide details of appropriate support professionals and
organisations. Potential supports include:
 Access to medical support
 Access to psychosocial supports
 Access to free legal assistance
 Support to attend investigation interviews
12.8 SUPPORTS TO SUBJECT OF THE COMPLAINT
Although the needs of the person who is allegedly harmed are the most important consideration,
Trócaire will also ensure that the well-being of staff whom an allegation is made against is considered
throughout the investigation process. This is in keeping with the principle of a fair process.
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13.

Procedures – Monitoring of Safeguarding Systems

It is important that compliance with this policy and the implementation of safeguarding standards be
monitored on an ongoing basis. The following procedures should be observed as a minimum:







All reports will be logged and stored in a secure location, e.g. locked cabinet/drawer with
restricted access, password protected files accessed by CDs/HR.
Safeguarding will form part of Trócaire’s Internal Audit process.
Trócaire will conduct an annual safeguarding audit.
Trócaire will regularly monitor reports and the types of complaints received regarding
safeguarding through the Executive Leadership Team.
An Annual Statement on safeguarding, highlighting key issues will be presented to Trócaire’s
Board of Directors and Trustees and referred to in Trócaire’s Annual Report as appropriate.
Trócaire’s safeguarding policies will be approved by Trócaire’s Senior Management Team and
will be reviewed every three years.
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14.

Related Documents

14.1 Trócaire’s Safeguarding Commitment Statement

COMMITMENT TO SAFEGUARDING
CHILDREN AND ADULTS
Trócaire’s Vision, Mission and Values state that we believe in the intrinsic dignity of every person,
celebrate difference and aim to create relationships of mutual respect wherein the rights and dignity
of every person are respected.
Trócaire’s work is inspired and informed by Catholic Social Teaching, one of the fundamental principles
of which is the dignity of each individual. The right to freedom from all forms of exploitation and abuse
is implicit in this principle.
Trócaire recognises that abuse of power has led, and continues to lead, to many forms of exploitation
and abuse. The nature of our work creates a power differential between those employed by or
working with Trócaire and programme participants. We acknowledge that the potential exists for
those who work with programme participants to abuse their position of power.
Trócaire also recognises that there are specific needs, vulnerabilities and risks that exist for children
and is committed to make every effort to ensure children are safe and protected both in its
international programme work and outreach programmes in Ireland.
Trócaire’s expectation is that those who represent our organisation ((members of our governance
structure (including board members), staff, volunteers, consultants)) uphold our safeguarding
commitments in both their professional and personal lives.
We encourage people to report safeguarding concerns to us and commit to ensuring that our
responses are conducted in a manner that is fair, and responsive to those who are harmed.
Trócaire is committed to ensuring its policies are fit for purpose and that the actions of members of
our governance structure, staff, contracted parties and other third parties including visitors and
volunteers are always appropriate. We also require that our partner organisations demonstrate a
similar commitment.

Signed:

Date:

Bishop William Crean
Chairperson of Trócaire

Caoimhe de Barra
CEO of Trócaire

5th September 2019

5th September 2019
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14.2 Declaration Form
The following declaration must be signed by all Trócaire representatives:
Child Safeguarding Policy (Please select as relevant – tick relevant box/es)
1) Child Safeguarding Policy – International Programmes relates to all those based in overseas
offices, or in Irish offices when travelling to or visiting Trócaire overseas, and all representatives
working directly with or on behalf of Trócaire overseas except Partner Organisations. This forms
part of the terms and conditions of all contractual agreements with anyone associated with the
implementation of Trócaire’s work overseas.
2) Child Safeguarding Policy – Ireland/Northern Ireland relates to all those based in Ireland/Northern
Ireland, or in Country Offices when travelling to or visiting Trócaire Ireland/Northern Ireland, and all
representatives working with or on behalf of Trócaire Ireland. This forms part of the terms and
conditions of all contractual agreements with anyone associated with the implementation of
Trócaire’s work in Ireland/Northern Ireland.

Please return completed Declaration Forms to:




National Employees can return this form to their Country Director or his/her delegate.
Maynooth Contracted Employees (expat and those based in Ireland) may return this form
to the HR Team in Trócaire Head Office, Maynooth, Co. Kildare, Ireland.
Consultants and volunteers can return this form to their contact person in Trócaire, for
filing in the relevant Country Office or Maynooth safe filing cabinets

I have read and fully understand the following:


Trócaire’s Safeguarding Policy



Trócaire’s Child Safeguarding Policy – International Programmes



Trócaire’s Child Safeguarding Policy – Ireland/Northern Ireland



Trócaire’s Global Code of Conduct

I agree to accept and apply the above Safeguarding Policies and Code of Conduct in
their entirety.
Signed:
Name (capital
letters):
Title:
Date:
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14.3 Self-Declaration Form
In order to comply with Trócaire’s Safeguarding Policies, this form must be completed and
signed by all employees, representatives and third parties and returned to:




National Employees can return this form to their Country Director or his/her delegate.
Maynooth Contracted Employees (expat and those based in Ireland) may return this form
to the HR Team in Trócaire Head Office, Maynooth, Co. Kildare, Ireland.
Consultants and volunteers can return this form to their contact person in Trócaire, for
filing in the relevant Country Office or Maynooth safe filing cabinets.

Full Name (capital letters): ____________________________________________________
Address (capital letters): ______________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Date of Birth: ______________________ Place of Birth: _________________________

1. Do you have any prosecutions pending or have you ever been charged or convicted of a
criminal offence relating to the exploitation or abuse of a child or adult?
Yes
No

If yes, please state below the nature and date(s) of the offence(s)
Date of offence:

________________________________________________

Nature of offence:

________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

2. Have you ever been the subject of disciplinary procedures, or have left or been asked to
leave employment or voluntary activity due to inappropriate behaviour towards children?
(Please tick)
Yes
No
If yes, please give details including date(s) below:
Name of Employer: _____________________

Date of incident(s):___________________

Nature of incident(s)/inappropriate behaviour: _____________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
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Declaration:
I understand that, if it is found that I have withheld information or included any false or
misleading information above, I may be removed from my post whether paid or voluntary,
without notice. I understand that Trócaire will keep this information securely in accordance
with Data Protection legislation. I hereby declare the information I have provided above is
accurate.
Signed: _____________________________________

Date: ______________

For recording official receipt of signed declaration: (CD, HR, relevant Trócaire Representative):
Received by: ____________________
Date Received: _____________________
_____________
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14.4 Safeguarding Incident, Complaint or Concern Report Form
This form should be completed if you have an incident, complaint or concern regarding the
abuse or exploitation of a child/adult who is participating or benefiting from a Trócaire funded
programme/project or in the event of an alleged breach of Trócaire’s Safeguarding Policies or
Code of Conduct. The completed form should be given to the Country Director or Head of
Region/Department or the Head of Safeguarding.
Please only complete the details that are known to you at the time of receiving or becoming
aware of the incident, complaint or concern. If forwarding by e-mail please ensure that the
document is password protected and the receiver is advised of the password by a means other
than e-mail, e.g. phone, Skype.

Section 1:
About the disclosure/concern

Date of disclosure/concern: __________________________________________________

Time of disclosure/concern: __________________________________________________

How was the information received? (Attach any written information to this form)
Please circle:

Letter

Email

In person

Details of person making disclosure/raising concern

Name (please print) _________________________________________________________

Address __________________________________________________________________

Tel ___________________________

Mobile ________________________________

Email (please print) _________________________________________________________

If not person who concern relates to, does the person reporting know the person and how?
_________________________________________________________________________
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Details of child / adult to whom the concern relates to

Name ____________________________________

DOB ______________________

Address __________________________________________________________________

Gender: ___________________

Ethnic Origin _________________________________

Language (is interpreter/signer needed) Yes

No

Any Disability ______________

School (if applicable) ________________________________________________________

Partner Organisation details (if relevant)

Name ____________________________________________________________________

Address (if different from above) _______________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

Tel _________________________ Mobile __________________________

Are they aware of the allegation, suspicion or complaint?

Yes

No
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Details of parent/carer (where appropriate or known)

Name ____________________________________________________________________

Address (if different from above) _______________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

Tel _________________________ Mobile __________________________

Are they aware of the allegation, suspicion or complaint?

Yes

No

Details of alleged perpetrator

Name ____________________________________________________________________

Address __________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

Relationship to child or adult (if applicable) _______________________________________

Occupation ________________________________________________________________
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Details of concern, allegation or complaint
(Include dates/times, location of incident(s) occurred, witnesses if known. Include
programme participant’s words where possible. Does the child or adult know this
concern is being raised?)

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

Name of Staff Member Completing this form: _________________________________
Signature: ______________________________
Date: __________________________
Name of Safeguarding Case Management Team
Member who received this form:______________________
Signature: _________________________________
Date: ___________________________________
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